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New Homes –
Fall In Starts
There is no light at the end of
the tunnel for the housing
crisis as Brexit bites, says a
leading construction agency.
Government figures in the lead
up to the election show the number of new build homes under
construction has decreased, putting a further squeeze on the
housing crisis. According to the
Ministry of Housing, Communities
and Local Government, the new
build dwellings figures should be
regarded as a leading indicator
of overall housing supply.

decrease on a year earlier.
Annual new build dwelling
starts totalled 160,640 in the
year to June 2019, a 1 per cent
decrease compared with the
year to June 2018.
During the same period,
completions totalled 173,660
an increase of 8 per cent
compared with last year – but
still a long way behind the rate
needed to meet the government
target for new homes.
Most local authority areas in
London – where a lack of
housing is most acute – showed
The figures show:
a decrease in starts and compleNew build dwelling starts in tions of new builds between June
England were estimated at 2018 and June 2019.
37,220 in the latest quarter
(April-June 2019), a 2 per cent Brexit delays
decrease compared to the previ- Clive Docwra, MD of construcous 3 months and an 8 per cent tion consulting and design

News

agency McBains, said: “These
figures show the amount of new
homes
started
or
being
completed are still nowhere near
the number required to meet the
government’s target of building
300,000 homes a year by the
mid 2020s.
“Brexit uncertainty continues
to bite, with many housebuilding projects on hold until the
picture on the UK withdrawal
from the EU becomes clearer,
while the weak pound means
the high cost of imported
materials is holding back
construction.
“Demand for housing is far
outstripping supply but these
figures prove there is still
no light at the end of the tunnel
in terms of solving the housing
crisis.” i

Clarice Pears Building –
Construction Gets Going
Construction has started on
the Clarice Pears Building,
the third major new building
delivered through the University of Glasgow’s Campus
Development Programme.
The £50 million facility will
be a new home for the
University’s Institute of Health
and Wellbeing, bringing together staff working in 10
different sites across the city.
Designed by Atkins, construction is due to complete in
Pell, said: “After a lot of hard
summer 2021.
Director of the Institute of work moving through the design
Health & Wellbeing, Professor Jill and planning stages, we are

pleased to begin construction on
the Clarice Pears Building.”
Architect David Ross from designers Atkins, said: “It has been
a pleasure working with the Institute over the last two years to realise their ambitions for their new
building. The building will allow
the Institute to build on the excellent work they already do by
providing a new working environment that will support wider
collaboration and public engagement.”
The building was named,
following a £5 million donation
from the Pears Foundation. i
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Trust Is The Biggest Factor In
Tradesperson Selection

Trust is the biggest influencing
factor for homeowners when
selecting a tradesperson according to recent research
from Paddle.
The research also found that
46% of homeowners would
only use a tradesperson recommended by friends or family.
The research, which surveyed
over 1,500 consumers, found
omeowners spend on average
two hours researching potential
tradespeople. When it comes to
background research, 39% of
people check online to see if
tradespeople have good reviews, checking an average of
five review sites before booking.
Over a quarter (26%) of people also read up on the problem
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they’re experiencing to ensure
they don’t get ripped off by the
tradesperson they select.

Cheapskate
Despite the risk of sub-standard
work, 10% of those surveyed will
always go with the cheapest option available, with people in the
North-East least likely to spend
money on tradespeople.
Sign up
Ben Milton, the co-founder of
Paddle, said: “It’s evident that
people value the recommendations of their friends and family
or even other homeowners
within their local area, when it
comes to finding a tradesperson.
But between searching online,

getting recommendations and
finding an installer that is available, it can take hours to get a
job booked in.
“For tradespeople, you can get
all the way to quoting for a job
when a customer decides that
you aren’t available when they
need you or they’ve found someone cheaper.
“We set up Paddle to help fix
this. With all communications
and reviews recommendations
hosted within the App.”
The app has initially launched
in Manchester and is free for
tradespeople up until January
2020. From then, It will cost just
£15 + VAT per month for tradespeople, with no commission
paid on jobs. i
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The GGF Health & Safety Column

Health & Safety –
A Business-Critical
Argument

Phil Pinnington, GGF Director of Health and Safety, asks is health and safety a key
component of business risk management?

Is health and safety a key
component
of
business
risk management? asks
Phil Pinngton.
This is probably one of the
oddest questions to be asked, yet
surprisingly not an uncommon
one. Business has only, relatively
recently, been conscious of the
need to have Health & Safety
considered alongside operational, financial and reputational
risk simply because it has a huge
influence in these areas.
For those organisations that
have yet to recognise the link and
impact, it often falls on the Health
& Safety Advisor or Manager to
be the carrier of news and be the
8 | GGF Health & Safety | The Installer

influencers. This on the face of it workplace. Is this as far as we’re
should be simple, yet my experi- likely to get or are professionals
ence in recent years, has shown losing their effectiveness?
Many of my colleagues in the
that many practitioners find
convincing senior stakeholders profession came in with a belief
that there is need to consider that they can make a difference
Health & Safety as anything other and they have a desire to do the
than regulatory compliance, is best for the employees and the
business as a whole. With the
extremely difficult.
continued emphasis on prevenFighting to be heard
tion in an ever changing working
Earlier this year the Health & world we do need to keep in
Safety practitioners’ professional mind that change comes through
body, The Institute of Safety & persistence and innovation.
Health (IOSH), launched a series
Practitioners do want to help
of training courses aimed at business succeed and be prosperupskilling practitioners in what ous and by keeping employees
many of us would regard as the healthy and safe they help to
softer skills.
protect the business from
Having difficult conversations financial, legal and reputational
isn’t just for line managers and jeopardy.
their staff where performance is
We need to recognise the role
discussed, it’s a critical skill to practitioners play. Employers
deploy when persuading senior should be investing in upskilling
staff and directors of the need for their practitioners as well as
a particular course of action.
supporting them when they
In business everyone is fighting come up with new ways of delivto be heard. Operations want less ering ‘good safety’ as a cultural
breakdowns, engineering want norm in the business. The way
the latest piece of kit and market- their intervention is supported
ing want a sleeker website. can, I believe, help reduce
Without the skills to be heard, business’s exposure to risk and
health and safety professionals more importantly to protect
will often lose their voice in the employees. i
day to day noise.
Phil Pinnington is GGF’s
Director
of Health and
Making a difference?
Safety.
Recent HSE statistics show that
we’ve yet to make serious inroads ppinnington@ggf.org.uk
to reducing further deaths in the
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Cover Story

Winning Ways
For Korniche

‘We couldn’t fault this product in any way. It ticks all of the
boxes’. That’s what the judges said about Made For Trade’s
Korniche Aluminium Roof Lantern as it won the Best Rooflight &
Lantern System at the Conservatory & Orangery Awards 2019.
BBC’s Louise Minchin presents
Ashley
Gaunt, Head
of
Design at Made for Trade, with
the Conservatory & Orangery
Award

Made For Trade’s Korniche
has won the Best Rooflight &
Lantern System at the
Conservatory & Orangery
Awards 2019. The inaugural
and independently judged
awards were held on
October 30th.
And even though it has not
even been launched yet, Made
For Trade’s Korniche bi-folding
doors composite clip-in bead system achieved a finalist position
in the Technical Innovation category. (The system will be avail-

Awards
Having achieved the Professional
Builder Award for Innovation
earlier in the year, this award
cements the Korniche Roof Lantern
as best in class – applauded by
those who have installed the product for its simplicity, strength and
engineering and now recognised
able to all installers in 2020 by an impartial panel of industry
having been seen by a select experts.
number during 2019.)
Strong brand
Growth
The Korniche Lantern continues
The ability to run an awards pro- to be well received by the congramme specifically for conser- sumer – Made for Trade ensures
vatories and orangeries and the brand is highly positioned
associated products such as bi- within the industry and provides
folds is a response to the contin- excellent marketing support.
ued growth in consumer demand
MFT also goes to great lengths
for additional living space and and expense to build trade partthe high-quality products now ner demand for the Korniche
available from the industry.
brand by exhibiting at Homebuilding & Renovating Shows
Capitalising on the market
throughout the year. The product
Made for Trade identified the de- has also been profiled through
mand for a purpose built roof BBC renovating programmes
lantern for flat roof extensions and showcased by presenters on
which inspired the company to social media channels.
develop the Korniche – a product that offers the consumer a Korniche Trade Partner
strong yet beautifully propor- With such a buzz around
tioned glazing solution whilst de- Korniche Aluminium Systems,
livering a product for builders, now is the time to become a
installers and stockists that is Korniche Trade Partner and inboth highly profitable whilst staller – without doubt the best
being fast and easy to install on value aluminium products in the
site.
market today. i
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Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

The Master Window and Conservatory
Installers Association Technical & Legal Column

Protect Your
Local Elderly

There are too many dodgy
contractors moving in to the
window installation business
who charge a fortune and
leave a trail of unfinished
work. Often the elderly
are their victims writes
The Installer’s technical
expert, Don Waterworth,
who advises to do your bit
in warning your local
community.
these contractors are now moving
into the window market – and
making a mess of this work too.
Not only do they make a mess,
as they have no idea how to
install a window, they also
charge an extortionate price and
‘scarper’ with the money, usually
with the job unfinished.
Needed fixing
Take a look at the 2 photographs
attached. This was a house in the
North-West. The elderly disabled
lady was charged £750.00 for
a window which then needed to
be replaced at further cost by a
reputable company. The external
and internal areas of the
aperture also needed repair.

On guard
So, the message is – do your
local elderly a favour and advise
them to be on their guard. i
For several years now, trated against a section of the Don.
amongst other types of work, I community that should be
have assisted local Police taken care of after a lifetime of
This article has been
Forces and Trading Standards work.
authored by our technical
with regards to Expert Witness
writer – Principal Surveyor
Reports on work purported to Advise your community
Don
Waterworth of
have been carried out by You can do your bit by advising
hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
dodgy contractors.
your local community not to fall
Invariably, the elderly and for the contractors who door
Don also acts as an Expert
disabled are targeted, and in canvass the elderly advising Witness and is an
some cases, these contractors them that works are required.
Accredited Mediator.
take up to £50,000.00 off elderly householders, many of Diversifying from driveways
Tel: 0800 1954922
which may have Dementia or For many years, these contractors
Alzheimers. These crimes really would purport to carry out roof- Tuesday-Thursday
are despicable and are perpe- ing or driveway works, however, 10:00am-3:00pm.
12| TThe Master Window and Conservatory Installers Association Technical & Legal Column | The Installer

Silka is a range of modern, smooth skin
doors with the choice of all-glass glazing
(as shown above) or stainless steel
glazing trims and contemporary furniture.

For further information
please call us on:
UK: 034 5672 9333
ROI: 048 2563 2200
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2020 – Aluminium...
But Not As You Know It

Garnalex CEO Roger Hartshorn says the Sheerline window and door system is designed
to transform the way aluminium windows are made, installed and sold.

We’ve also totally integrated
manufacturing, logistics and SAP
with our in-house GarnerSys software for seamless efficiency,
leading to quality and service.

After decades in the window
industry,
I’m
sold
on
aluminium and its potential,
writes Roger Hartshorn.
I say ‘potential’ because
PVC-U and timber windows and
doors have evolved over the past
30 years but there’s been little
investment in aluminium capacity
or
residential
aluminium
windows and doors.
Apart from improving thermal
performance, little has changed
since the 1980s. Aluminium
windows and doors still look
much the same, are made as you
would have made them back
then and are installed in the
same old way.
Service in aluminium has also
lagged behind the big improvements fabricators and installers
have become accustomed to in
PVC-U. Old and inefficient equipment and processes, legacy
design constraints and entrenched attitudes are holding
aluminium back. Yet, as installers
know, homeowners’ demand for
aluminium is surging.

The installer experience
Over the last year or so, Garnalex’ top team has examined
every aspect of aluminium windows, from their performance
and looks, to how they’re made
and installed. They even looked
at the level of service and support installers experience. And
we’ve comprehensively re-engineered the aluminium window
and door system and its delivery.
The result is Sheerline, a window
and door system launching in
March 2020.

Garnalex
In 2018, a group of investors, a
management team and I, established Garnalex to start an aluminium revolution. Our aim is to
transform the customer experience end-to-end by reinventing Energy efficiency
the way aluminium windows and We’ve considered every aspect
doors are fabricated, installed to develop windows and doors
and sold. We’ve recruited the that are simple and fast to fabribest technical, design and cate, easy to install, and a
production brains in the industry dream to sell.
Analysing current problems
and invested over £9 milion in a
state-of-the-art aluminium extru- and opportunities, we’ve built
sion factory to ensure quality many useful innovations into the
and service are built into our Sheerline system that improve energy efficiency and security, and
foundations.
That’s the first big difference we’ve created outstandingly
with Garnalex. Most aluminium beautiful windows and doors for
systems companies buy-in their installers and homeowners.
aluminium profiles and components, while we manufacture Be part of the revolution
both. That gives us full control We’re launching the first in a series of Ambassador Workshops
over the products we sell.
We have a vast aluminium this December. Those who want
press – the 170-tonne SMS HY- to learn more about Sheerline
BREX delivers 35 MN of force windows and doors – and be
using 9-inch aluminium billets among the first to sell them – can
to produce up to 4 tonnes of sign up via our new website
extruded aluminium an hour. www.sheerline.com i
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Entering The Heaven
Of Kingdom
Four Kingdom Street is
absolute heaven for the
office workers who now
reside at the first of two
office buildings to be
completed at British Land’s
canal-side Paddington
Central development.

Four Kingdom Street is the first
of two office buildings to be
completed at British Land’s
canal-side
Paddington
Central development.
This meant Geze UK had to
come up with some big ideas
when it came to a bespoke entrance solution for the workplace
that is meant to be heaven for
those who work their.
The nine-storey re-designed
building comprises of more than
145,000sq.ft of space near to
Paddington railway station. With
communal roof terraces on all
floors, a roof garden with views
over Little Venice and sporting facilities, including the highest basketball court in London, it needed
a ‘statement’ entrance to complete an imposing aspect.
A tailor-made solution was devised with Focchi, an Italian company in the curtain walling
sector, which was commissioned
to execute an industrial aesthetic
with city chic, created by architects Allies and Morrison. Geze
UK worked with its German par-

and out: each elevation features
vertical and horizontal aluminium fins of many shapes and
sizes which lend a bold aspect to
Four Kingdom Street. It incorporates a structural steel frame and
rougher, industrial materials, not
usually incorporated into comParking
mercial offices, which contribute
The doors have positioning to its personality. Focchi describe
drives which mean that after it as ‘an office building with a bit
someone has walked through of an edge’.
them, they continue to rotate until
parked with the leaf wings close Challenging brief
to the edges of the openings. The Said Andy Howland, director of
parking mechanism is driven by sales and marketing for Geze
a motor installed beneath the UK: “Four Kingdom Street prefloor.
sented us with an exacting and
The doors were installed within challenging brief which required
the line of the building to provide us to be adaptable to meet those
a flush frontage under the over- needs. We liaised with our parhang of the first floor. Inside, the ent company in Leonberg to enleaves of the revolving doors are sure that we could meet the
powder coated to match the desired spec without compromisfaçade and echo the engineer- ing the integrity of the products
ing/transportation elements of and in doing so were able to dethe design concept – a subtle liver a bespoke configuration for
nod to the heritage of the site as this special project.” i
a former railway goods yard.
This aesthetic was applied inside Picture: Four Kingdom Street.
ent company to adapt its TSA
325 NT manual revolving doors
to produce two, three-leafed,
glass-topped entrances with
extra height – the doors are
3.5m high compared to the standard 3m.
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WINDOWS AND DOORS
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Ask for Ali
Be part of a winning team
For stylish aluminium windows and doors that
are easy to fabricate and install, look no further
than Senior’s high-performance Ali range. With
short lead times, reliable deliveries and a host
of in-house services from powder-coating
and product training to technical advice and
marketing support, we can help you stay at
the top of your game.

#AskforAli

You get more when you #AskforAli

Innovative window, door and curtain wall systems
www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk 01709 772 600
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On Chesil Lodge

A new retirement complex in Winchester has become the
latest development to feature bronze rainscreen cladding
from Proteus Façades.

from rain, frost, wind, UV rays
and other external elements. This
brings with it colour variations
through an entire range of warm
russet tones that change depending on the level of natural light
and time of year.
Sightlines
The overall building design is
based around a clever syncopation of two and three storey
blocks that feature integral balconies, which, in combination
with the rainscreen cladding and
glazing elements, visually interrupt the skyline, avoiding what
could otherwise have been a
large, monolithic structure.

Chesil Lodge is a £16 million
Extra Care facility that provides contemporary style
homes for local residents of
Winchester aged 55 and
over.
It is the latest development to
feature
bronze
rainscreen
cladding from Proteus Façades
The development, commissioned
by Winchester City and Hampshire County Council, features the
striking Proteus’ HR Tecu Bronze
rainscreen panels on the upper
levels and traditional Winchester
red brick on other elements.
During the design stages, a series of workshops were held between Winchester Council and
designers PDP Architecture in
conjunction with local architect’s
Design Engine, where it was envisaged that the building should
be developed to be as sympathetic to its surroundings as possible. The Proteus panels were
specified because the material’s
ochre, brown and red tones complement the brickwork colour to
create an aesthetically pleasing
yet unobtrusive façade.

Galliford Try
Working alongside main contractor, Galliford Try, Proteus Facades fabricated the panels,
which have a lightweight aluminium honeycomb core structurally bonded between two thin
gauges of metal, with the outer
veneer in this case being the
specified Tecu Bronze material.
This rainscreen system minimises
weight loadings on the underlying structure whilst helping the
panels achieve optical flatness,
strength and rigidity. The
cladding panels were installed
by MK Facades.
A fair copper
When used in this way copper
and copper-alloy materials such
as bronze mellow over time.
Weathering subtly changes a
façade’s appearance as it develops a tough, maintenance-free
patina – as will be the case at
Chesil Lodge. During the weathering process, the matt surface of
the rainscreen cladding panels
develop an oxide layer that will
provide additional protection

18 | Aluminium, Structural Systems & Glazing| The Installer

LABC Awards 2019
This massing of the development
and the façade treatment created
a development that is sympathetic
with its location. PDP Architecture
orientated the building so that it
faced on to the rear of Chesil
Street, a measure to avoid imposing on existing buildings on the
local area. The factors described
above resulted in the development securing the Best Inclusive
Building Award at the annual
Local Authority Building Control
(LABC) Awards 2019.
In addition, Chesil Lodge has
been shortlisted for the 2019
SPACES Civic Building of the Year
award. i
Picture: Chesil Lodge comprises of 52 self-contained
Extra Care Units supported
by a number of shared facilities including a reception
area, cafe/restaurant facility,
a lounge and activity rooms,
as well as a Day Care Unit
which allows families respite
from care for the morning or
afternoon.

RENOLIT.
RENOLIT.
Original.
Das Original.
Das

The first for exterior films.
RENOLIT EXOFOL products have reliably remained at the forefront of exterior surface technology for over thirty
years and have a highly valued reputation for innovation and quality.
A commitment to development and investment in new designs and aesthetics deliver added value for our
customers in a market where there is an increased demand for colour and realistic natural finishes. Dedication
to customer care, service, technical and marketing support ensure that the original continues to lead the way.
Contact us for further information at renolit.cramlington@renolit.com
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Swisspacer has developed its
range of solutions for glass in
the UK with the addition of the
La Pensilina premium glass
canopy. This, alongside new
fittings and systems for glass
balustrades, will be available
from the company later this
year.
La Pensilina is a cantilever,
load-bearing glass canopy
system, which is designed for
outdoor use and can be installed
above entrance doors or sliding
and folding patio doors.
The design is stylish and minimalist – the lack of visible screws
gives the canopy a ‘floating’ effect. At the same time, the continuous aluminium profile provides
the strength to hold a distributed
load of up to 350 kg/m2 without
breaking. No rods or glass cutouts are required.
La Pensilina is the first canopy
system without glass holes to
hold an ETA (European Technical
Assessment) document.
Logli Massimo
The innovative new products are
made by Logli Massimo, part of
the Saint-Gobain group, following the acquisition of the Italian
manufacturer in March 2018.
Logli Massimo specialises in high
performing systems and accessories for the fixing and assembly of glass panels. The quality
of its products is demonstrated
by the substantial testing it undertakes at a laboratory built in partnership with the School of
Engineering at the University of
Florence.
Andreas Geith, MD of Swisspacer, says: “Our brand of premium warm edge spacers has a
reputation for great looks, innovation and high performance.
Logli Massimo’s range complements Swisspacer perfectly and
is part of a longer-term strategy
to extend our range of premium
products in the UK.”
John Cooper, Commercial

Canopy
Comes To UK

Swisspacer has developed its range of solutions for glass in
the UK with the addition of the La Pensilina premium glass
canopy.
Director of Swisspacer UK & Ireland, adds: “We’re very excited
to be able to introduce Logli
Massimo products to support our
new direction and focus in the
UK. Our warm edge spacers are
known for outstanding performance and aesthetic appearance
and it’s a great opportunity to
add to our range and offer customers a growing choice of solutions for glass.”

entrances to small commercial or
business units. Visitors to the
show will also be able to learn
more about Swisspacer’s range
of high performance warm edge
spacer bars, designed to reduce
heat loss in sealed units to improve windows’ energy ratings.
tion from a home to a garden
room is quoted separately. i

London Build is one of the UK’s
leading construction shows.
It is free to attend – tickets are
London Build
Swisspacer UK will be at the Lon- available at
don Build show, held at Olympia www.londonbuildexpo.com
London between 27-28 November, where La Pensilina and the
new balustrade system will be on Picture: La Pensilina is a candisplay at stand C30. The La tilever, load-bearing glass
Pensilina canopy is also ideal for canopy system.
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Victoria Gate
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High performance aluminium glazing systems,
offering bespoke solutions and total design ﬂexibility.
Environmental

Support

Window Energy Rating software (WER)

Technical design input

BREEAM guidance

Thermal modelling
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Sustainable products

Online BIM models

Responsible sourcing

Secure By Design
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Wood You believe It?

Euramax Solutions has announced the launch of its new
range of exterior cladding
and outdoor living products
for the construction market.
Endurawood components are
made of solid aluminium yet have
the appearance of natural timber.
Euramax has been manufacturing PVC-U windows and doors
for over 65 years and supplies to
the modular, new build, holiday
home, DIY and retail sectors
across the UK. It is now able to
offer its commercial clients a
choice of aluminium products
from decking, wall cladding,
gates, pergolas, balustrades,
handrails and more, all with the
Endurawood appearance.
In a variety of finishes the En-

durawood range has the style of
wood with the benefits of aluminium. Aluminium is a recyclable material and re-smelting only
uses 5% of the energy originally
needed to produce the product.
It’s benefits as a cladding material are huge, thanks to its Class
A1 fire rated status and lightweight properties.
According to Euramax managing director, Nick Cowley,
Endurawood is resistant to corrosion, stain and scratch resistant
which gives it the longevity that is
vital in the construction industry.
He says that unlike natural wood
and steel grades, Endurawood is
freeze and frost resistant as well
as being non-slip, which makes it
ideal for decked areas.

He says: “Being able to offer
our customers a product like
Endurawood will open up a huge
variety of opportunities for them
and us. Market trends are very
changeable but one thing we are
seeing is a greater awareness of
sustainability. Products like Endurawood have the added advantage of being fully recyclable.
Unlike fibrous, cement or timber
products, the material is not sent
for incineration or to become
landfill at the end of its life.” i
Picture: Endurawood components are made of solid
aluminium yet have the appearance of natural timber.

Dudley’s More

Dudley’s Aluminium has
been awarded the overall
partner award at t he Willmott
Dixon Supply Chain Awards
for its work as a Wilmott Dixon
partner.
Dudley’s Aluminium received
the award for its work to date
and more recently the Taff Vale
redevelopment, a £38m window
and curtain walling project
which, upon completion, will be
made up of offices as well as
leisure facilities including a gym

and a library.
The Supply Chain Awards
celebrate the partners of Willmott Dixon and highlight their
successes. In a video played before the announcement of the
overall partner award Dudley’s
Aluminium was praised by Dave
John, senior operations manager
at Wilmott Dixon for its professionalism, honesty, and performance in design and whilst onsite,
all of which were described as
exceptional.
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Colin Shorney, MD of
Dudley’s Aluminium says:
“We are delighted to
have won the overall
partner award. We have
worked with Wilmott
Dixon on many projects
and the Taff Vale project
in particular has been an
exciting
one
with
progress being made
every day.
“Our whole team from
design through to procurement,
production and site installation
work extremely hard and it’s
their continued dedication to
each project that has played a
large part in Dudley’s receiving
this award.” i
Picture: The team at Dudley’s
Aluminium
has
been
awarded the overall partner
award at the Willmott Dixon
Supply Chain Awards.

We do things differently
At Kestrel our approach to aluminium door and window manufacture is a little different.
With our advanced powder coating facility we can not only supply more than 1000 colour
options but do so far quicker than the industry norm.
Whatever your requirements Kestrel's technical knowledge, developed over more than 30 years,
enables us to produce a variety of gloss levels and dual colours, all providing the highest standard
of durability and colour retention to guarantee lasting performance.

WINDOWS

DOORS

ROOFING

SHOPFRONT

CURTAIN WALL

BIRMINGHAM’S BEST KEPT SECRET

www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk
Tel: 0121 333 3575

Safeguarding customers’ interests since 1985, we’ve
built up an outstanding reputation for trust and support.
The most trusted deposit & guarantee protection in the UK.

OUTSTANDING
SUPPORT
FSC Scheme protected
A premium cover
used by quality
companies for
30 years.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No exclusions, fully transferable
Deposit Protection up to 25% from point of sale
Guarantee Insurance up to £200,000 for a full 10 years
A full range of effective marketing material
Consumer friendly website and helpline
Consumer Satisfaction surveys and Merit Awards
Commercial Cover

Contact us for more information on how your
company can proﬁt from IWA membership

www.iwa.biz

01604 521 100
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Machining Centre Slides In

Window and sliding door
fabricator and installer North
East Bifolds has invested in a
Kombimatec AMC308 CNC
machining centre.
“We work with TSA Aluminium
on various projects from time to
time,” says director Tony Meah.
“We were just about to place an
order for a CNC machining centre when we saw the Kombimatec

machine at TSA. The efficiency, ease of operation
and the quality of the
work it produced made
us completely rethink our
choice.
“Kombimatec
MD
David Parsons insisted
upon fully evaluating our
needs before taking an
order. David is very
clued up and helpful and
wanted to assess our needs to
make sure that the machine was
right for us. As it happens, it has
been the perfect choice with the
results proving themselves in the
increase in output and quality. In
fact we have been so pleased
with the machine and the way
that Kombimatec has looked after
us, we have now bought one of

the company’s double mitre
saws.”
The Kombimatec kit installed at
North East Bifolds is the company’s AMC308 Automatic CNC
Machining Centre, which has
been developed for both aluminium and PVC-U profiles. It automatically performs all drilling,
routing, slotting, tapping and
milling functions via a sophisticated control system and intuitive
touch screen interface and includes electronic variable speed
control and four adjustable pneumatic clamps.
The installation is fully enclosed
for safety and noise reduction.
North East Bifolds also upgraded
their machine to include an automatic tool change cabinet to further increase efficiency. i
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Products & Projects

Nolan Joins Deceuninck
Nolan uPVC is the latest fabricator to join Deceuninck. The
Welsh fabricator-installer says the move will give
customers improved service and product choice.
MD Nolan Nicholas explains: “We’ve built our 30-year
reputation on putting the customer first. It was this drive to give
customers the very best service and products that prompted our
move to Deceuninck.
“Deceuninck’s product range and 30 colourways from stock will
give us a big sales advantage – both in the trade and retail side
of the business. We know homeowners will fall in love with
Deceuninck’s colours and star products like the Heritage Flush
Window and Door.”
Deceuninck MD Rob McGlennon adds: “It’s great to welcome
Nolan uPVC to the Deceuninck family. Nolan is one of Wales’
leading fabricators and the team pride themselves on a seamless,
top quality service from showroom to factory to installation. Here’s
to a long and successful partnership!” i deceuninck.co.uk

Video Promotion
Saint-Gobain Glass has launched a new video that promotes
the success of the Planitherm Network featuring some of
those who are already benefiting from the initiative.
The Planitherm Network is designed to help fabricators and
installers to win more work and increase their profits by upselling to
homeowners based on the comfort benefits of different types of SaintGobain glass. The comfort benefits are enhanced security, reduced
overheating, noise reduction and furniture fade protection, as well as
energy efficiency, which can all be achieved by using the right type of glass. Saint-Gobain Glass has
developed numerous resources for Network members to use to educate and inform homeowners
about the difference the right type of glass can make to their homes.
Four fabricators and installers share their views in the video about how being a member of the
Planitherm Network has helped their business and their customers. Watch it at
http://www.planitherm.com/planitherm-network-home/ i planitherm.com

Shepley’s newly launched Customer Portal features an online
composite door designer and a huge library of technical and
marketing downloads.
Ian Griffiths, Shepley’s MD says: “Marketing materials include a
choice of retail brochures covering our whole range and a
comprehensive library of quality product images and showroom
collateral.
“The technical support section has downloadable diagrams,
guarantees, user guides, installation instructions and specification
information, as well as informative booklets on topics such as wiring
for automatic lock options and Document Q.
“Because it has been developed in conjunction with The Glazing Vault, customers can also add a
bespoke version of the Visage Composite Door Designer to their own websites. Always up to date
with the latest door styles, colour options, glass design and hardware choices, My Door Designer
can be personalised with a customer’s own logos, information and prices.” i shepleywindows.co.uk
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Door Designer With Extras
Central RPL has launched a brand-new door
designer to help its customers sell their two new
composite door products – TimberCore and
ThermaCore – more effectively.
Amy Jansen, Marketing and Projects Manager at
Central RPL explains: “Our new multi-level door
designer allows the user to explore all the options
available for both slabs. This includes all the designs,
the decorative glass options with side lights, fan lights
and top lights, and hardware options. It also creates a
price through the design process which then generates a quote at the end.
“Our in-house painting service includes our most
popular Central Inspired door colours as well as the
ability to choose any RAL code. This means the end user can choose any colour for both the external
and internal sides of the door and have the frame to match, and most importantly, the colours shown
on the door preview will be the true shade of the chosen colour.
“With the ability to brand the door designer with their company colours and logo, our customers
can take an unpriced version of the designer to the end user’s home and go through the design process with them, offering them ownership from the start. And, with the ability to upload an image of
the end user’s home, they can complete the design process by showing them what the door will look
like once it is installed.” i centralrpl.co.uk
StarFix masonry screws from Rapierstar could help installers
achieve a better all-round result in less time and without generating unnecessary plastic waste.
StarFix fasteners are designed for quick and easy installation,
requiring only a 6mm or 6.5mm pilot hole through the frame, reinforcement and brickwork before the screw can be driven into place.
David Furness, MD at Rapierstar says: “The StarFix range of plugfree masonry screws is specifically designed for British style blocks
with a ‘hi-lo’ thread form. This ensures a secure fix by preventing the
masonry, dust and debris build up affecting the grip and pull-out strength, and allowing for multiple
re-fixing without stripping the tapped hole.
“The hi-lo thread form also helps prevent unreinforced PVC-U frames ‘jacking’ or twisting as the
frame fixing is driven through. Some fastener threads may grip too much. This can easily cause distortion of the pro-file if it lacks lateral rigidity in the absence of reinforcement.” i rapierstar.com

Framexpress, has added the new Ingenious Locks & Hardware (ILH)
Duplex Multipoint lock, 1 piece keep and APECS AP Sold Secure
cylinder to its range of PVC-U and composite doors. It offers new
and improved levels of security for homeowners, complete with a
market leading £5,000 security guarantee.
Mark Westbrook, Director at Framexpress explains: “We are always looking for ways to help installers differentiate themselves from the competition.
We know that when homeowners are replacing their doors, security is at the
top of the list of priorities when choosing the right product.
“Adding this new locking system as standard on all composite doors and
PVCu doors means that customers can offer the new AI Secure Guarantee,
a joint initiative by APECS and ILH. This offers a £5,000 guarantee – if the
products fail as a result of a break-in, the homeowner will receive £5K
compensation.” i framexpress.co.uk
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P&P

TRADE WINDOWS AND DOORS LTD
Manufacturers of Quality Windows Doors and Conservatories
www.pandptradewindowsanddoors.com
sales@pandptradewindowsanddoors.com

Over 30 Years Manufacturing Experience
24/7 Quoting and Ordering
Competitive Prices
Friendly Customer Service
Family Run

01935 825900 P&P 01935 823251
Trade Windows and Doors Ltd

Unit 8&9 Great Western Road, Martock, Somerset TA12 6HB

HERITAGE ALUMINIUM

STEEL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS & DOORS

NEW HERITAGE V6 BIFOLD DOOR

Before

After

• HARDWOOD SUBFRAMES AVAILABLE •

ALL TRADES WELCOME
heritage-windows@hotmail.co.uk

Designed to replicate
1920 Crittall Art Deco style windows & doors

Trade News

Helping Customers Grow
Freefoam has reached the finals of this year’s
Construction Marketing Awards with its successful
‘Helping Customers Grow’ campaign.
Freefoam’s integrated campaign was devised and implemented by MRA Marketing working in close partnership with digital specialist Mind Made. Combining
tightly synchronised PR, advertising, social media, video
and direct marketing, the campaign has been shortlisted for Strategic Planning and Management in recognition of its powerful impact on Freefoam’s customer
engagement and sales.
Freefoam Commercial Director Colin St John comments: “Our campaign illustrates the effect of our
complete supply chain working effectively together to grow. It’s rare to see this in any sector, but our
stockists, installers and housebuilders have seen the power of many working closely together for the
good of all. The ‘Helping Customers Grow’ campaign has given Freefoam customers a mouthpiece
to explain in their own words how we support them. We’ve been delighted with the response so it’s
great to get formal recognition too.”
The awards take place on Thursday 28th November at Hilton London Bankside. i

Bradley Scott Moves IN
Bradley Scott Windows has switched to Halo PVC-U systems and joined Independent Network accessing the
countless benefits that come with these organisations.
MD Andy Farrington says: “We’d always enjoyed a good
relationship with our previous supplier, so I was somewhat
reluctant to make the change over – but I was particularly interested in the larger range of products and colour options
available from VEKA UK, as well as the support available
from IN. Now we’ve made the switch to Halo and VEKA UK via Listers, I don’t have any regrets.
“Membership of Independent Network has proven to be a really valuable way to put potential customers at ease, especially when combined with the backing of Which? Trusted Traders. There’s
masses of help and advice at every stage, so there’s a clear and cohesive ‘journey to market’. We
can tell our customers all about the quality of the raw materials manufactured into profile at VEKA,
and every stage of the fabrication process with Listers, right through to the final product installed in
their home.” i

SWC Trade Frames has celebrated its 30th anniversary in style
- with 150 people enjoying a party with free bar, buffet and
children's entertainment.
The family-run firm was established by George Bleasdale and Paul
Richings in 1989 and bought by family members when they retired
in 2003 and 2016 respectively. The current management team Chairman Susan Richings, Managing Director Rhys Richings, Finance Director Matthew Doherty and Sales Director Mark Catchpole share
more than 65 years’ industry experience, meaning customers are well
looked after by a reliable and knowledgeable team.
Catchpole explains: “Feedback from customers and staff has been
key to SWC’s continued growth and success over the last 30 years,
as demonstrated by the fact that many customers have traded with
SWC since the beginning.” i
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Glassolutions G19
Awards Finalist

Is Smart Tech The
Next Big Thing ?

GLASSOLUTIONS is a finalist in two categories
of the G19 Awards.
The glass company has been recognised in the
Commercial Project of the Year category for its
work on two world-leading advanced engineering
centres at the University of Sheffield: The Royce
Translational Centre and the Laboratory for Verification and Validation, while the GLASSOLUTIONS
branch in Aberdeen is shortlisted in the Trade
Counter of the Year category.
GLASSOLUTIONS Director Lisa Dunn said: “We
are constantly striving to provide our customers
with the best quality products, the highest levels of
service, and excellent technical support. Being
shortlisted in the G19 Awards is a recognition of
what the business has achieved, and it’s a
fabulous achievement.” i

More than 75% of attendees at this year’s
Glazing Summit think that smart doors and
windows will be the next big thing.
A poll conducted at this year’s one-day conference at Edgbaston Stadium and Conference Centre posed the question ‘Is smart windows and doors
all hype? Or is it the next big thing?’
“Smart tech is very much here to stay and it’s
clear that those in attendance at this year’s Glazing
Summit agree,” says Andrew Scott, Glazing Summit founder and CEO of Purplex and Insight Data.
“Our panel of experts provided a really good discussion on smart tech – how it will evolve to become much more than just a gadget and how it will
ultimately be driven by what the consumer demands. There are interesting times ahead.” i

Iso Chemie Seals Success In Ireland
ISO-Chemie has won two National product Awards with its new
Republic of Ireland distributor.
The firm, which has appointed Contech Specialist Building to handle the
sales and development of its energy saving products across the island of
Ireland, has seen both its BLOCO-One sealing tape and ISO TOP WINFRAMER window product separately commended at the recent Architecture
and Building Expo in Dublin.
The products are used to improve the installation of doors and windows
and were picked out for success by a board of architecture and design experts, who praised their high quality, energy efficiency and sustainability
benefits.
Contech, based in County Carlow, provides specialist building products,
and the addition of ISO-Chemie's products to its portfolio is seen as a good
partnership, according to Andy Swift, sales and operations manager. i
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OUTGROWN
YOUR CURRENT
MARKETING AGENCY?
FIND ONE THAT FITS
Your business is evolving constantly, butt the
chances are your current marketing agency
hasn’t evolved with you.
To move to that next level, you need a marketing
agency that not only understands your business
and products but knows your market and
d how
your customers think too.
Purplex is the leading full-service marketting
nd
agency and has been building brands an
delivering serious sustainable and proﬁtable
growth for clients since 2004.

EXPERTS IN…
Brand Development
Marketing Strategy
Reputation Managment
Lead Generation

For the perfect ﬁt, call
Purplex – the glazing
industry specialists –
on 01934 808 132

T: 01934 808 132
E: grow@purplexmarketing.com
www.purplexmarketing.com
@Purplexuk

/Purplexmarketing

/Purplex-marketing

/Purplexmarketing
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STEM Sells – Built-in
Email Marketing
Upgrades continue for
Insight Data’s popular email
marketing platform as Jade
Greenhow, Operations
Director, explains.

Jade Greenhow, Operations
Director at Insight Data shares
just some of the latest developments made to STEM,
Salestracker’s in-built email
marketing platform and explains why businesses should
be utilising this platform to
build and send their email
campaigns.
The
launch
of
STEM
(Salestracker Email Marketing) in
2017 changed the way businesses across the industry communicate
with
potential
customers. Pre-STEM, businesses
were using the powerful prospect
data of Salestracker to create
their data lists, to only then export
them out to a third-party email
marketing platform. To make matters worse, any leads or enquiries
had to then be transferred back
into Salestracker’s CRM.
STEM eliminated the need for
any third-party platforms and provided welcome relief to stretched
marketing managers across the
country. With STEM, they could
design, build and send powerful
email campaigns from directly
within Salestracker and then effectively track any enquiries or responses using an in-built landing
page.

In fact, STEM monitors all
campaign activity including
opens, click-throughs and visitor
behaviour, providing accurate
heat maps.
The system also tracks when
enquiry forms have been completed, working in tandem with
Salestracker’s CRM system to
populate with any leads for the
sales team to follow-up.
Inclusive
The addition of STEM means
Salestracker presents an inclusive
sales and marketing package; an
online prospect database of over
70,000 potential customers; a
powerful CRM system to manage
and distribute any leads; and
now an intuitive email marketing
platform. Add Salestracker’s innovative mobile platform to this and
field-based sales teams are
empowered by this accurate data
resource wherever they are in the
country.
Continued development
STEM holds the title as the industry’s first and only dedicated
email marketing platform. A team
of in-house software developers
that created STEM, now work
hard to update, improve and develop the platform to ensure Insight Data is providing users with
the best possible version.
This began by introducing an
enhanced design suite, allowing
users to design and build campaigns in a multitude of ways.
Whilst seasoned email marketeers can use HTML to build their
campaigns, others can use the intuitive ‘drag and drop’ feature to
easily compile assets, textboxes
and calls to action. There is even

a full range of fantastic templates
that are available to use.
Along with widescale improvements, there have been more subtle changes. Whether it’s adding
search functionality everywhere
that made sense, adding the ability to select multiple lists or making text and checkboxes easier to
select and manipulate, it’s things
that day-to-day users may not
have noticed but are helping to
streamline the overall experience.
In that same vein, our team has
worked hard behind the scenes
to make the software more efficient and faster to use. Instead of
seconds for elements to load, it
now happens instantly, whilst
scheduling no longer takes minutes but seconds. This is all part
of a major overhaul of the existing Salestracker/STEM infrastructure, with a number of exciting
new features and developments
being rolled out in the new year.
The platform for a rapidly
changing industry
A new and improved STEM platform, which is leaner, faster and
even easier to use, is well placed
to help 700+ users utilise the realtime data of Salestracker. This
powerful pairing is not only helping customers target their ideal
customer across fenestration and
construction, it is best placed to
keep users informed of the
very latest changes across the
industry. i
For more information contact
Insight Data on t. 01934
808293 or via email at
hello@insightdata.co.uk
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Comment

Brexit Ballsup
I have been saying for a long time now that whether you
think Brexit is good or whether you think Brexit is bad (or you
sit somewhere in the middle), its effects started to hit the
economy three years ago and we are now in the trough of
a recession.
Like most recessions, we will come out on the other side. Whether
we stay in, whether we stay out, whether we shake it all about
with a deal or a new deal, we will be suffering from the
uncertainty Brexit has caused for some years.
No light at the end of the tunnel
Construction consulting and design agency McBains says there is
no light at the end of the tunnel for the housing crisis as Brexit
bites. Government figures in the lead up to the election show the
number of new build homes under construction has decreased,
with new build dwelling starts in England at 37,220 in the latest
quarter (April-June 2019), a 2 per cent decrease compared to the
previous 3 months and an 8 per cent decrease on a year earlier.
Annual new build dwelling starts totalled 160,640 in the year to
June 2019, a 1 per cent decrease compared with the year to June
2018. Most local authority areas in London showed a decrease in
starts and completions of new builds June 2018 to 2019.
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Some starts
St. Modwen Homes has just launched a new phase of homes, with Head Office and
Advertisement Production:
a second phase of 157 homes in Derbyshire on the horizon.
860613
Opto Student Cardiff, a new purpose built student accommodation T.01255
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complex is to be built in the heart of the city. Building work will TheInstaller Vol 23 No 11
begin in Q1 2020 with Opto Property Group handling the Published September 2019
construction of 728 modern studio rooms.
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A planning application by S1 Developments for the Skyliner site in
Leith has been granted, subject to conditions, by City of Edinburgh
The Installer is the official
Council Development Management Sub-Committee which voted in journal of:
favour of a 338 apartment build-to-rent scheme.
Construction has started on the Clarice Pears Building, the third
major new building delivered through the University of Glasgow’s
Campus Development Programme.
It’s a trust thing
Trust is the biggest influencing factor for homeowners when
selecting a tradesperson according to recent research which also
found that 46% of homeowners would only use a tradesperson
recommended by friends or family. Also, over a quarter of people
also read up on the problem they’re experiencing to ensure they
don’t get ripped off by the tradesperson they select.
What cynical world we live in.
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
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Baypole Jacks
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You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs

Machinery

Glass Handling

INSTALL
MACHINE SALES & SERVICE

SPECIALISTS TO UPVC AND
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY
SAVE TIME & MONEY – We are Scotland’s number one contact for
new or secondhand machinery required to manufacture aluminium or
uPVC windows or doors. With over 25 years experience, we can supply
anything from starter packs to full turnkey packages.
For buying or selling Contact:

John Thomson on Tel: 0141 949 0440
Mobile: 07774 144156 or Email: thomsonjohn7@aol.com
UNIT 7, Great Western Business Park, Allerdyce Court, Glasgow G15 6RY

Planning Consultants

Fixing Brackets

Corner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Flyscreens

Profile Bending

PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

Window Bags & Display Cases

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

Racking Systems

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Window openers

Screws & Fixings

DELIVERED 6 DAYS FROM ORDER* FULLY FABRICATED AND READY TO FIT

Visofold 1000
Aluminium Bi-Fold

FAX OR EMAIL YOUR QUOTES TODAY!

If you are waiting more than 6 days for your
bi-folds, you need to talk to Garrard
Call us now for enquiries

01296 668899
enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

*6 day delivery applies only to our standard stocked colours

